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Quartet^ K. 458 ("The Hunt"). Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Allegro vivace assai (1756-1791)
Menuetto

Adagio
Allegro assai

Quartet No. -2 {"Waves "J . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ R. Murray Schafer _
(h. 1933)

In tk(i aouue. 0)$ the WohZd Sound&cap& PA.ojZct, ocean \Navci> wcAc aecoadcd
and analyzed on both, the Atlantic and Pacific coa&tA o^ Canada. The
fiecuAAent pattern o(^ wave^ is aiuiays asymmetrical but it was noted that the
dotation ^tom ctert to cxeJSt usually {^alls between 6 and 11 seconds, fewer,
ocean waves ate o^ longer, ot shorter dotation than this. It is this wave
motion that gives the quartet its rhythm and structure. The listener will
rapidly hear the dynamic undulations o^ waves in this piece, and as the
piece develops several types o^ wave motion are combined. Aside ^rom this,
the composer has sought to give the quartet a liquid qualuty in which
everything Is constantly dissolving and flowing into everything else. That
Is to say, the material of, the work is not fixed, but Is perpetually
changing, and even though certain motlvic figures are used repeatedly, they
undergo continual dynamic, rhythmic and tempo variation. Although the work
has waves as its theme (or rather its form] no program is intended.

INTERMISSION

Quartet No. 2, Opus 36 Benjamin Britten
Allegro calmo senza rigore (1913-1976)
Vivace

Chacony

Next concert in the DECADE 2 series will he on January 21^ 1980 at 8:00 p.m..
Convocation Hall.

The University of Alberta String Quartet will present an evening of chamber music
composed by Barbara Pentland, Mozart and Ravel.


